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1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a trigger system and, more specifically, to a high performance trigger system particularly suited for an AR15/M16 rifle. 2. Description of the Prior Art The standard AR15/M16 rifle has
been very popular for many years. Despite the success of this rifle, it can be difficult to properly chamber and fire the rifle. Properly chambering the rifle is necessary to ensure that the bullet or shot lands squarely in the desired target,

while being properly fired is also necessary to prevent damage to the rifle or injury to the operator or bystanders. The standard AR15/M16 rifle includes a trigger mechanism having a hammer. The hammer is hinged to a standard
AR15/M16 rifle body, including the receiver, and remains in a cocked position in order to allow the hammer to be easily depressed to fire the rifle. The hammer in the standard design will not move from the cocked position until the trigger
is pulled and the hammer released. Thus, the above-described and well known trigger mechanism is all or nothing when it comes to providing a fully cocked hammer until the trigger is pulled and released to fire. There is no provision for
manual firing of the rifle. These above-described mechanisms have been very successful for many years. However, there is room for improvement in the design of the standard trigger mechanism. For example, the standard trigger does
not provide for a ready position, a fire ready position, a half cocked position, a fully cocked position and a full release position. Consequently, a trigger mechanism with an improved design which provides for a more user friendly trigger is
needed.Q: npm install 'name_of_app' has failed Yesterday I've installed react-native-community and react-native-quick-start cloned some of their projects on my computer but it has failed when I tried to npm install so I tried to get some

help and I found a post saying that I need to do npm cache clean -f in order to get rid of the old contents of the npm cache and I did and it worked. Now when I try to add react-native-community to my project it says npm install react-native-
community --save react-native-community has the following alternatives: react-native
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